AGENDA
Personnel and Human Services Committee
July 22, 2020
10:30 a.m.
Virtual Meeting

COUNTY ADMINISTRATION.........................................................10:30 a.m.

Committee Business
  Discussion of Resolution B2007304
    CARES ACT
  Discussion of Resolution P2007300
    FOC Complement Change
  Discussion of Resolution P2007297
    Equalization Department Complement Change
  Discussion of Resolutions P2007291 – P2007302 – P2007303
    P2007291 - Health Department Complement Change
    P2007302 - Approve CPBC Agreement Amendment
    P2007303 – Approve FY2021 CPBC Agreement
  Minutes approval – Meeting of March 19, 2020

Public Comments
  (2 minutes or less; only part of meeting public is allowed to speak)